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Are Social Marketing and Advertising Communications (SMACs)
Meaningful?: A Survey of Facebook User Emotional Responses,
Source Credibility, Personal Relevance, and Perceived Intrusiveness

Jon D. Morris, Yunmi Choi, and Ilyoung Ju

Department of Advertising, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA

ABSTRACT
As users of social networking sites increase, placing ads on social network site
(SNS) platforms is necessary for themediumand the advertiser. This placement
does not come without significant concerns the impact of diverse social mar-
keting and advertising communications. To provide a deeper understanding
of the feelings of SNS users to marketing and advertising communications,
this study measured the emotional responses in the three-dimensional form
of appeal, engagement, and empowerment. The study also examined the cog-
nitiveor rational variablespersonal relevance,perceived intrusiveness, and source
credibility, to determine their effect and relationship to emotional response on
social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) on Facebook. An
online survey among college students revealed that more positive emotional
and rational responses were generated toward SMACs that Facebook users re-
promoted than toward those SMACs that are directly promoted by marketers.
The re-promoted marketing communications appeared as less intrusive and
more credible than those that are marketer promoted.

A secret and highly criticized study recently proclaimed that there is “experimental evidence of massive-
scale emotional contagion through social networks” (Kramer, Guillory, and Hancock 2014). According
to the study, not only are there differences in emotional response to ads in Facebook News Feed, but the
reactions can be manipulated and are rapidly transferred to a friend subconsciously. The study, although
highly criticized for the invasion of privacy (Chow 2014), does point to the importance of measuring the
emotional reaction of socialmedia users to advertising and to various forms ofmarketing and advertising
communications.

Users of these social networking sites (SNS), most prominently Facebook, are exposed to advertis-
ing and marketing communications in several formats (Kim 2013). These formats take a few different
forms, but are somewhat consistent across platforms. A keymethod for determining the success of social
marketing communication is evaluating the emotional connections that these social marketing activities
engender among the audience, users of SNS. In 2011, Morris and Xie conducted a study to determine
how appealing, engaging, and empowering these Facebook marketing and advertising communications
were to their users. Emotional connections to Facebook marketing and advertising communications by
users are critical to the success of marketing, as they have been for other forms of mediated advertising
and marketing (Morris et al. 2002). The emotional connections should be positive and engaging. In the
last 5 years, advertising expenditures on SNS have increased at an exponential rate (Neilson 2013). For
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example, Facebook, as the most popular and biggest SNS in the world (ebiz MBA 2014), increased its
advertising click-through rate from the 2012 fourth quarter to 2013 fourth quarter by 365 percent, with
2.5 million “Promoted (Suggested) Posts” on users’ Facebook News Feed (Smith 2014).

Previous studies (Morris 2002; Kim and Lennon 2010) have shown that consumer behavioral inten-
tions, purchase intention and brand interest are driven by emotional responsemore than by rational vari-
ables such as knowledge and belief about the product. For this reason, it seems reasonable to examine the
emotional response to SNS marketing and advertising communications. In addition, media outlets and
services indicate that these marketing communications on SNS have led to purchases (Yousif 2012). But
the impact of marketing and advertising communications go far beyond the direct purchase of a product
or service (Lazerow 2008). The impressions that consumers have from diverse communications in SNS
help determine the future success of such various marketing communication formats.

Since its inception, Facebook has continued to expand its communication formats, in part due to seri-
ous doubt about the value of SNS advertising (Goel 2014). For that reason, this study expanded the previ-
ous research of evaluating the emotional responses to various marketing communications on Facebook
through the addition of the new formats of Facebook communications, comparing the new formats to the
previously established formats, and by adding key rational variables. The rational variables—relevance,
source credibility, and intrusiveness—were added to determine the drivers of the emotional response
to the social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs). This study did not measure specific
advertisements, but examinedFacebookusers’ emotional and rational responses toward different SMACs
available and shown on Facebook at the time of measurement.

Background

Facebook social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs)

As the most popular social networking site in the world, and with the largest number of active users
(ebiz MBA 2014), Facebook has attracted the attention of marketers/advertisers if only because of the
large audience reach and interactivity. To address this interest, Facebook has developed several different
formats for marketing and advertising communications on which companies may purchase advertising
space. When Facebook users log into their accounts online, they can be subjected to ads located either
on their “News Feed” or in the form of banner ads on the right side of the page. In addition, compa-
nies can create their own “Business Pages” that allow them to communicate directly with consumers.
Facebook users can endorse the marketing and advertising communications or promotions by clicking
the “like” button of the pages, which in effect reposts them for others to see. Although these formats are
not clearly defined by Facebook or the industry, this research classified a total of five SMACs on Face-
book into two distinct categories (user re-promoted vs. marketer promoted). For instance, “Banner Ads”
and “Suggested Posts” are paid for and “promoted” by marketers and advertisers. In contrast, posted
content of these ads and marketing communications by “My Friends Liked,” ad updates from “I Liked,”
and “Business Pages” are user “re-promoted.” We made the clear distinction among various marketing
communications on Facebook by whether an item is “promoted” by advertisers and marketers or “re-
promoted” by users when it appears on the user’s page. “Business Pages” (Bovee 1992, 7) are not “paid
for by advertisers,” and they function on Facebook somewhere between free advertising and content
marketing. Unless these “Business Pages” are searched for or are endorsed by a friend, they are virtually
invisible to the users.

Banner ads. For onlinemarketers/advertisers, a banner has been themost common and standard adver-
tising format since the beginning of the Internet (Cho 2003). On the Facebook user’s homepage, a list of
banner ads is located on the right side of the screen. Because Facebook asks its users to allow them to
read their history of visited webpages, stored as placeholders known as cookies (Facebook 2014), banner
ads often display content relevant to users.
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It is important to note that Facebook mobile pages provide fewer features compared to regular com-
puter Facebook pages (Facebook 2014). Banner ads are not shown when accessing Facebook via the
Facebook app or its mobile page. On April 30, 2014, however, Facebook Audience Network announced
that it would allow advertisers to insert banner ads in the Facebook app and mobile pages soon (Hof
2014). The current study was conducted before this announcement.

News feed ads. Introduced in 2006, the “News Feed” is the main content of a user’s Facebook homepage.
TheNews Feed constantly updates online activities of a user’s Facebook friends. Facebook users get alerts
or news stories when their friends upload pictures, befriend new Facebook users, and “like” or “share”
certain pages on Facebook. On SNSs, users are more likely to pay attention to their friends’ status or
updates than to alternative places on the interface (Hsieh et al. 2009).

News Feed ads appear in three key formats: “Suggested Posts,” updates from “I Liked,” and “MyFriends
Liked.” Paid advertisements posted by advertisers are called “Suggested Posts” (or sometimes referred
to as “Promoted Posts”). Suggested Posts may also be reposted by Facebook users, through the system
preference called “my friends liked this” (or “my friends shared”). In this case, the “Suggested Posts”
appear with the endorsement of friends. “Suggested Posts” are paid advertising designed to look native
in users’ News Feed. There is a notation with “Suggested Post” or “Suggested Video” on the top of the
post that notifies the viewer that the post is a paid ad. The other re-promoted News Feed ad format is “I
Liked.” When a user clicks the “Like” or the “Share” button on the ad update in his or her Newsfeed, it
activates the posting so that it can re-posted on his or her friends’ Facebook News Feed.

Business page. “Business Pages” are created by companies to reflect positively on the brand and are
free of charge to post. They are a combination of content marketing, branded content, and free promo-
tion/public relations. Significant traction comes from users “liking or following” these Business Pages.
By clicking the “like” button of a business page, Facebook users can make a connection to the advertiser.
This action allows the business page to appear on the users’ profile where their Facebook friends can
see it, automatically updating when initiated by the advertiser or the user, or both. Using this updat-
ing feature, marketers can interact with visitors by replying to their comments or messages, and posting
coupon codes, promotion links, organizing events, and other activities. Business pages on Facebook are
considered valuable, in part, because they provide an opportunity to interact with consumers interested
in that business, and to build brand awareness and reputation.

Although the breakdown can be a little confusing, advertising or promotions on Facebook appear
in five different SMACs (social marketing and advertising communications). These consist of “Banner
Ads,” “Suggested Posts,” “Suggested Posts My Friends Liked,” “Ad Updates I Liked,” and “Business Pages.”

Emotional response to social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs)

Emotional responses to advertising and marketing communications have been of interest in commu-
nications research principally during the past two decades (Holbrook and Batra 1987; Burke and Edell
1989; Englis 1990; Morris 1995; Morris, Woo, and Cho 2003; Kim and Lennon 2010; Jang et al. 2014).
There is ample evidence that feelings or emotional responses toward advertising have substantial effects
on consumers’ attitude toward ads and brands, as well as behavioral or purchase intentions (Holbrook
and Batra 1987; Burke and Edell 1989; Stayman and Batra 1991; Allen,Machleit, and Kleine 1992;Morris
et al. 2002; Jang et al. 2014). Batra and Ray (1986) argued that emotional responses should be the focus of
more advertising and rational response-based research, which typically examines basic attitudes toward
ads and brands. In this study, the measurements of emotional responses are used as predictors of the
effectiveness of social marketing and advertising communications on Facebook.

Over 50 years ago, three researchers looking to explain and measure the concept of meaningfulness
determined that emotional response is the key determinant of meaning and that these responses func-
tioned in three distinct dimensions (Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum 1957). These three bipolar dimen-
sions encompass the full spectrum of human emotion, originally labeled evaluation, activation, and locus
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of control, and later were named pleasure, arousal, and dominance (PAD) (Russell and Mehrabian 1977).
To better understand the dimensions and applicability in marketing communications and advertising,
and other related fields, the dimensions were redefined as appeal, engagement, and empowerment (AEE)
(Jang et al. 2014). Appeal is the valencemeasure; engagement is the level of involvement and stimulation;
and empowerment is the feeling of control, in control, and not in control after exposure to the stimulus.
In order to better understand consumers’ affective reactions that lead to specific behavior, researchers
have employed this theory of emotional response in many studies (Christ and Biggers 1984; Christ 1985;
Morris et al. 2003;Morris et al. 2009). Based on its ability to characterize diverse emotional responses, and
to determine the effectiveness of advertising, the three dimensional appeal–engagement–empowerment
(AEE) approach is used in the current study to measure how SNS users feel about different types of
marketing communications on Facebook. Is it meaningful?

The question becomes:What are the emotional connections between Facebook users and advertising
and marketing communications that appear on the site? Which of the SMACs produce the strongest
emotional connections, and therefore aremeaningful as determined by their higher appeal, engagement,
and empowerment? Given the previous research, and to answer the preceding questions, we formulated
the following hypotheses and research questions.

H1: User re-promoted social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) on Facebook (“I Liked,” “My
Friends Liked,” and “Business Pages”) produce emotional responses that are higher in appeal, engagement, and
empowerment than those SMACs that are marketer promoted (“Banner Ads” and “Suggested Posts”).

Rational variables

The use of rational variables in advertising and marketing research is important. It can give context to
the emotional reactions. In the past, the relationship between rational and emotional responses has been
studied by researchers (Schachter and Singer 1962; Lazarus and Smith 1988; Murry and Dacin 1996;
Ruiz and Sicilia 2004). They have identified key rational conditions, such as beliefs (Roseman, Spindel,
and Jose 1990), involvement/attention (Brown,Homer, and Inman 1998), and personal relevance (Murry
andDacin 1996), that have an influence on emotional response. The current study explored relationships
between emotional responses and rational variables. Includedwere source credibility, perceived personal
relevance, and perceived intrusiveness.

Source credibility. Hovland, Janis, and Kelly (1953) defined source credibility as “the extent to which a
communicator is perceived to be a source of valid assertions” (21). Scholars claimed source credibility
is developed with expertise and trustworthiness (Mills and Jellison 1967; Rhine and Severance 1970;
Farr 2007). Expertise relates to knowledge, information accuracy, and quality, whereas trustworthiness
is perceived as conveying information validity from source providers (Hovland et al. 1953). Later studies
have supported source credibility as an important factor in forming attitudes of a message (Copeland,
Gunawan, and Bies-Hernandez 2011; Umeogu 2012). Advertising messages that are considered more
believable and truthful (Moore,Hausknecht, andThamodaran 1986) come froman expert source and are
perceived as more credible (McGinnies and Ward 1980). In addition, context such as perceived honesty
and expertise can influence an individual’s syllogistic reasoning (Copeland et al. 2011). Consequently,
message receivers are more likely to accept credible information (feedback or advice) than information
that they perceive as not credible. Therefore, they show amore favorable attitude toward credible sources
as compared to noncredible ones (Albright and Levy 1995).

The credibility ofmessages is influenced by source providers and situational conditions. A recent find-
ing indicated that we have a tendency to rely on source credibility. For instance, when a highly credible
source corrects amessage, this leads its followers to limit the use of the original information for inferences
(Guillory and Geraci 2013). In other words, trustworthiness is a significant driver to give more credit
to corrected information than to the original source (Guillory and Geraci 2013). In addition, message
receivers aremore likely to trustmessages that are not directly related to themessage provider’s benefit or
intent. For example, word-of-mouth (WOM) messages rather than direct messages from advertisers are
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more likely to be trusted, because audiences often assume that such messages have no bias, or no intent
to persuade as does a direct sales pitch (Walster and Festinger 1962). If consumers are forewarned and
perceive the senders’ intention, the persuasion becomes even less convincing (Hass and Grady 1975).
People tend to trust friends or family members as sources more than they do those messages that origi-
nate from marketers or advertisers and that are designed to persuade them. In addition, messages from
those who are considered close friends are seen as less business oriented, and are, therefore, less intrusive
and more trustworthy than the messages directly from advertisers.

On social network sites like Facebook, source credibility can be an important influence on viewers’
attitudes toward advertising and brands. Depending on the source, it is expected that the levels of credi-
bility on marketing and advertising communications will vary. The paid messages posted by marketers,
such as Facebook’s “Suggested Posts,” will be less credible, because their intention is to convince Face-
book users to make favorable attitudes toward the advertised products as compared to sources from
users’ friends. Thus, the second hypothesis proposed is:

H2: User re-promoted social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) on Facebook (“I Liked,” “My
Friends Liked,” and “Business Pages”) are found to bemore creditable than those SMACs that aremarketer promoted
(“Banner Ads” and “Suggested Posts”).

Personal relevance. Advertising researchers have paid a great amount of attention to personal relevance
in advertising (Rodgers 2003; Rifon et al. 2004). Studies have shown that advertising message relevancy
is a key element in advertising effectiveness (Lee and Mason 1999; Zeng, Huang, and Dou 2009). An ad
is considered relevant when “the receiver is personally affected and thus motivated to respond to the ad”
(Zaichkowsky 1985, 342); moreover, the perceived relevance of any ad should be related to the receiver’s
inherent needs, preference, and values (Zaichkowsky 1985). Based on existing literature, “personal rele-
vance” here refers to situations where the advertised brand is relevant to Facebook users or where the ad
contains elements that are related to them (Thorson and Zhao 1997; Smith et al. 2007).

On Facebook, listing the names of friends who have “liked” certain brands could create a meaningful
link to the user. For example, SMACs could show brands of hiking supplies to users who have listed
“hiking” as their interest, thereby making the advertised product relevant to them. Because users tend
to post personal information on their profiles or let Facebook read their Facebook history by tracking
cookies, Facebook provides a platform for delivering highly targeted ads to its users. Building on this line
of inquiry, this study also investigated how users perceived the personal relevance of different Facebook
SMACs.

H3: User re-promoted social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) on Facebook (“I Liked,” “My
Friends Liked,” and “Business Pages”) are found to be more relevant than those SMACs that are marketer promoted
(“Banner Ads” and “Suggested Posts”).

Perceived intrusiveness. Perceived intrusiveness has become anothermain concern of recent SNS studies
(Lewis, Kaufman, and Christakis 2008; Debatin et al. 2009). Intrusiveness in advertising is defined as “a
psychological reaction to ads that interfere with a consumer’s ongoing cognitive processes” (Li, Edwards,
and Lee 2002, 39). Much attention has been paid to intrusive SNS ads as they relate to privacy since SNS
users tend to provide their personal information in public. As the popularity of SNS continues to grow,
understanding why marketers and advertisers place intrusive ads, despite online privacy concerns, will
be an important topic for research.

Intrusive ads are placed on any medium, because the first goal of advertising is to get noticed by the
target audience (Edwards, Li, and Lee 2002). However, an advertisement is considered intrusive when
audiences perceive the ad as blocking their intention to pursue something (Li, Edwards, andLee 2002). As
a result, intrusive advertising leads to irritation and advertising avoidance from the audiences (Chatterjee
2008).

Aaker and Bruzzone (1985) were concerned that audiences’ criticism, annoyance, or irritation would
negatively influence advertising effectiveness. Perceived irritation on advertising and the negative effects
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of the phenomenonon the consumption experience come from specific advertising strategies, as opposed
to advertising itself (Bauer and Greyser 1968; Sandage and Leckenby 1980; Ducoffe 1996). Thus, Li,
Edwards, and Lee (2002) claimed that putting more scholarly efforts into understanding annoying or
irritating tactics is important in order to conduct more effective and efficient advertising campaigns.
Therefore, this study predicted that the struggle between the medium’s need for advertising support and
the privacy that SNS users expect is related to the level of intrusiveness and the effect on the levels of
appeal, engagement, and empowerment that users receive from social marketing and advertising com-
munications (SMACs).

H4: User re-promoted social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) on Facebook (“I Liked,” “My
Friends Liked,” and “Business Pages”) are found to be less intrusive than those SMACs that are marketer promoted
(“Banner Ads” and “Suggested Posts”).

H5: Of the various social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) used on Facebook, the rational
variables (a) personal relevance and (b) source credibility are positively correlatedwith emotional responses (appeal,
engagement, and empowerment).

H6: Perceived intrusiveness of Facebook social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) is negatively
correlated with viewers’ emotional responses (appeal, engagement, and empowerment) for all formats.

H7: Rational variables (personal relevance, intrusiveness, and source credibility) predict increased emotional
responses (appeal, engagement, and empowerment) on Facebook SMACs.

In addition to the hypotheses already discussed, three research questions were introduced to under-
stand SNS effects on users’ emotional responses.

RQ1: Which Facebook social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) receive the highest emotional
response and source credibility scores?

RQ2: Do any of the Facebook social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) produce emotional
responses above the scale midpoints on appeal, engagement, and empowerment?

RQ3: If Facebook users are irritated by intrusive advertising, are they willing to pay to avoid such advertising? If so,
how much are Facebook users willing to pay to avoid advertising?

Method

Procedure

In November 2013, an online survey invited college students from a large Southeastern university to
participate in this study in exchange for extra credit in their courses as an incentive. College students
habitually use SNS and are among the heaviest user age group (Tong, Vitak, and Larose 2010). Three
undergraduate communication and business classes were asked to participate in the survey, and a total
of 228 students completed the online survey. The subjects’ use of Facebookwas confirmed so as to include
only Facebook users as participants for this study. The ethnicity of the subjects was predominantly white
(60.2%), followed by Hispanic (16.6%), Black (10.6%), Asian (4.7%), and others (7.7%). More females
(75.2%) thanmales (24.8%) responded to the survey. Themedian age of the subjects was 20 (SD= 1.48).

In sum, the online survey asked the 228 participants to indicate their emotional and rational responses
toward Facebook’s different advertisement vehicles (N = 228).

Measurement

AWeb-based survey with a 36-item questionnaire was used to collect the data for this study. Facebook
adswere divided into five different SMACs:News Feed ads (“MyFriends Liked,” “I Liked,” and “Suggested
Posts”), “Banner Ads,” and “Business Pages.”

The study measured the emotional responses, perceived relevance, perceived intrusiveness, and
source credibility of each SMAC. Existing scales were used and slightly adapted according to the par-
ticular hypotheses and research questions of the current study.
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Figure . AdSAM.

Perceived relevance of SMACs (Cronbach’s α = .89) was measured by a three-item, 7-point Likert
scale (the ads are related tomy personal interests/relevant tome/of concern tome) from previous studies
(Wells, Leavitt, and McConville 1971; Schlinger 1979).

Perceived intrusiveness (Cronbach’s α = .89) was also measured using three items on a 7-point Likert
scale (ads are interfering/distracting/intrusive) based on the study by Edwards, Li, and Lee (2002).

Facebook users’ emotional responses were measured by AdSAM, the Attitude Self-assessment
Manikin. AdSAM is based on the SAM scale. Numerous studies have used SAM in the past. This pro-
duced a well-validated bipolar, nonverbal self-report measure of the three dimensions of emotional
response: appeal, engagement, and empowerment (Lang et al. 1993; Bradley and Lang 1994; Morris
et al. 2009). The dimensions of emotional response were developed by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum
(1957), tomeasuringmeaning, and Russell andMehrabian (1977), which led to the development of SAM
(Bradley and Lang 1994) and later to AdSAM (Morris 1995).

AdSAM is a visual, nonverbal three-dimensional measure of emotional responses. Scholars have
argued that AdSAM and SAM have been shown to be better instruments than verbal techniques because
they do not require respondents to cognitively translate their feelings or subconscious thoughts into
words (Lang 1985;Morris andWaine 1993; Morris et al. 2009). AdSAM (see Figure 1) consists of graphic
characters arrayed along three continuous 9-point scales: appeal (how positive/negative the subject feels
toward ads), engagement (how involved in the feeling the subject is), and empowerment (how empowered
or in control the respondents feel). Participants respond to the prompt “How do you feel about this type
of advertising?” by rating their emotion along the graphic continuum.

Tomeasure source credibility for each SMAC, expertise and trustworthiness were evaluated (high/low
expertise and trustworthiness) by using a 7-point sematic scale (Nan 2013).

Because Facebook needs to monetize its platforms, charging a small amount of money to its users to
hide ads has been suggested. This study also examined how much Facebook users are willing to pay for
ad avoidance on their News Feed.

Finally, usage and the number of Facebook Business Pages that users “liked” or connected with were
included as screener questions (from never to four or more times a day). Participants’ demographic
characteristics such as age, gender, education level, and ethnicity were also collected.

Results

Hypotheses and research questions

Hypothesis 1 (H1) asserted that emotional responses are more favorable if the marketing communica-
tions are re-promoted by users, instead of coming directly from advertisers. A one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) revealed that Facebook SMACs were significantly different on appeal scores, F(4, 1135)
= 33.818, p< .001. SMACs that were re-promoted on Facebook “Business Pages” (M= 5.23) showed the
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Table . Facebook SMACs, cognitive variables, and emotional responses (ANOVA).

Facebook social marketing and advertising communications

Promoted by marketers Repromoted by users

Banner Suggested posts “Friends Liked” “I Liked” Business Pages

Variables M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD F (df)

Appeal .a . .a . .b . .c . .c . .∗∗∗ (, )
Engagement .a . .ab . .b . .c . .bc . .∗∗∗ (, )
Empowerment .ab . .a . .b . .c . .bc . .∗∗∗ (, )
Relevance .b . .a . .a . .c . .b . .∗∗∗ (, )
Intrusiveness .c . .c . .b . .ab . .a . .∗∗∗ (, )
Source credibility N/A N/A .a . .a . .b . N/A N/A .∗∗∗ (, )

∗∗p< ..

highest level of appeal. News Feed SMACs from “I Liked” (M= 5.02), and “My Friends Liked” (M= 4.44)
showed higher levels of appeal than messages directly from advertisers, “Banner Ads” (M = 3.93) and
“Suggested Posts” (M= 3.67). The results for these two groups, (1) user re-promoted “Business Pages,” “I
Liked,” and “My Friends Liked,” and (2) marketer-promoted “Banner Ads” and “Suggested Posts,” were
significantly different from each other (Tukey’s HSD post hoc analysis: p < .01). Examining differences
between the two other dimensions of emotional responses, engagement and empowerment, showed the
same results (p < .05). The SMACs that included formats that come directly from advertisers, marketer
promoted, received lower engagement and empowerment scores than those that were user re-promoted
(p < .01). Therefore, H1 was supported (see Table 1).

Hypothesis 2 (H2) was designed to examine different levels of source credibility depending on the
origins of the SMACs. The (ANOVA) result showed that Facebook SMACs re-promoted by users (“I
Liked” and “My Friends Liked”) received higher credibility compared to those promoted and received
directly from advertisers, F(2, 681) = 24.136, p < .01. SMACs from “I Liked” (M = 4.34, p = .00) pre-
sented the highest source of credibility, followed by “My Friends Liked” (M = 3.81, p = .00). “Suggested
Posts,” SMACs that appear in users’ Facebook News Feed as a paid message promoted by advertisers and
marketers, presented the lowest credibility score (M = 3.65, p = .00). Therefore, H2 was also supported.

Hypothesis 3 (H3) was intended to test different levels of personal relevance depending on the ori-
gins of the SMACs. The (ANOVA) results showed that user re-promoted Facebook messages (“I Liked”
and “My Friends Liked”) received higher personal relevance compared to the ads that are marketer pro-
moted, F(4, 1135) = 23.904, p < .01. Re-promoted messages from “I Liked” (M = 4.59, p = .00) pre-
sented the highest personal relevance, followed by the “Business Pages” (M= 4.16, p= .00). “My Friends
Liked” re-promoted ads did not show higher personal relevance (M = 3.53, p = .00). “Suggested Posts”
(M = 3.54, p = .00) in users’ Facebook News Feed, promoted directly by advertisers, presented the sec-
ond lowest personal relevance score, only 0.01 point higher than a re-promoted ad by friends. Therefore,
H3 was partially supported.

Hypothesis 4 (H4) examined Facebook SMACs’ origins and perceived intrusiveness. These (ANOVA)
results indicate that Facebook messages re-promoted by users (“I Liked” and “My Friends Liked”) had
lower perceived intrusiveness compared to the ads promoted directly from advertisers, F(4, 1135) =
14.002, p < .01. “Business Pages” (M = 3.79, p = .00) presented the lowest levels of perceived intrusive-
ness, followed by ads “I Liked” (M= 3.94, p= .00). “Suggested Posts” (M= 4.51, p= .00) and “Banners”
(M = 4.59, p = .00), marketer-promoted SMACs, presented higher scores on perceived intrusiveness.
Therefore, H4 was supported.

RQ1 questioned which Facebook SMACs produced the highest levels of appeal, engagement, and
empowerment. Although all of the SMACs were below or just slightly above the midpoint on all three
emotional response scales, the “Business Pages” were found to have the highest level of appeal (M =
5.23, p = .00), and “I Liked” the highest levels of engagement (M = 4.51, p = .00) and empowerment
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Table . Summary statistics and correlation matrix.

Variables I. Appeal II. Engagement III. Empowerment IV. Relevance V. Intrusiveness VI. Credibility

I. Appeal
Banner Ads 
Friends “Liked” 
I “Liked” 
Suggested Post 
Business Pages 

II. Engagement
Banner Ads . 
Friends “Liked” .∗∗ 
I “Liked” .∗∗ 
Suggested Post .∗∗ 
Business Pages .∗∗ 

III. Empowerment
Banner Ads . . 
Friends “Liked” –. –. 
I “Liked” –. . 
Suggested Post . –. 
Business Pages –. –. 

IV. Personal relevance
Banner Ads .∗∗ . . 
Friends “Liked” .∗∗ .∗∗ . 
I “Liked” .∗∗ . . 
Suggested Post .∗∗ . .∗∗ 
Business Pages .∗∗ .∗∗ . 

V. Intrusiveness
Banner Ads –.∗∗ . –∗∗ . 
Friends “Liked” –.∗∗ . –.∗ –. 
I “Liked” –.∗∗ –. –. –. 
Suggested Post –.∗∗ –. –.∗ . 
Business Pages –.∗∗ –. –.∗∗ –. 

VI. Source credibility
Banner Ads — — — — — 
Friends “Liked” .∗∗ . . .∗∗ –. 
I “Liked” .∗∗ . . .∗∗ –.∗ 
Suggested Post .∗∗ . .∗∗ .∗∗ –. 
Business Pages — — — — — 

∗∗p< .; ∗p< ..

(M = 5.42, p = .00). “Business Pages,” therefore, were seen as the most positive and “I Liked” the most
engaging and empowering SMACs.

Themeans of emotional response scores were examined to determine whether they were high enough
to assume that the participants had strong emotional responses (RQ2). Although many results showed
statistically significant differences from one another (p < .05), the overall values on appeal, engagement
or empowerment were not high. The emotional response and source credibility of all the SMACs were
at or below the midpoint (M < 5). Emotional responses were calculated on 9-point Likert scale with
AdSAM. The highest mean was an empowerment score of 5.42 for the “I Liked” SMAC. As expected, the
results show that the respondents felt more in control with this SMAC.

Hypothesis 5 (H5) predicted that the emotional responses to the SMACs would be positively corre-
lated with (a) perceived personal relevance and (b) source credibility. A Pearson’s correlation found that
personal relevance was positively correlated with appeal for all SMACs: “My Friends Liked” (r = .416,
p < .01), “Business Pages” (r = .407, p < .01), “I Liked” (r = .396, p < .01), “Suggested Posts,” (r = .394,
p < .01), and “Banner Ads” (r = .293, p < .01). The personal relevance of “My Friends Liked” (r = .211,
p < .01) and “Business Pages” (r = .256, p < .01) was positively correlated with engagement. The per-
sonal relevance of “Suggested Posts” was the only SMAC rational variable correlated with empowerment
(r = .188, p < .01). Thus, H5a was partially supported (see Table 2).
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Table . Multiple regression results.

Variables R Relevance, t (β) Intrusiveness, t (β) Source credibility, t (β)

I. Appeal
Banner Ads . . (.)∗∗ –. (–.)∗∗ N/A
Friends “Liked” . . (.)∗∗ –. (–.)∗ . (.)
I “Liked” . . (.)∗∗ –. (–.)∗∗ . (.)
Suggested Post . . (.)∗∗ –. (–.)∗∗ . (.)∗

Business Pages . . (.)∗∗ –. (–.)∗∗ N/A
II. Engagement
Banner Ads . . (.) . (.) N/A
Friends “Liked” . . (.)∗∗ . (.) –. (–.)
I “Liked” . . (.) –. (.) –. (–.)
Suggested Post . . (.) –. (–.) –. (–.)
Business Pages . . (.) –. (–.) N/A

III. Empowerment
Banner Ads . . (.) –. (–.)∗∗ N/A
Friends “Liked” . . (.) –. (–.)∗ .–. (–.)
I “Liked” . . (.) –. (–.) . (.)
Suggested Post . . (.) –. (–.)∗ . (.)
Business Pages . . (.) –. (–.)∗∗ N/A

Correlations between source credibility of Facebook News Feed SMACs (“I Liked,” “My Friends
Liked,” and “Suggested Posts”) and emotional responses were also examined (H5b). Appeal of all Face-
book News Feed SMACs showed positive correlations with their source credibility (p < .01). Empow-
erment was positively correlated with source credibility scores from one SMAC, “Suggested Posts”
(r = .187, p < .01). Engagement was not correlated with source credibility (p > .05). Therefore, H5b
was partially supported.

Hypothesis 6 (H6) stated that perceived intrusiveness was expected to be negatively correlated with
emotional responses to Facebook SMACs. The results showed that intrusiveness of all SMACs was neg-
atively correlated with appeal (p< .01). However, there were no correlations between Facebook SMACs’
intrusiveness and engagement (p > .05). The intrusiveness of “Banner Ads” (r = –.186, p < .01), “My
Friends Liked” (r = –.134, p < .05), “Suggested Posts” (r = –.159, p < .05), and “Business Pages”
(r = –.200, p < .01) was negatively correlated with empowerment. Thus, H6 was partially supported
(see Table 2).

As a follow-up to the correlations, a linear multiple regression was used to examine the relationship
between the rational variables and emotional responses for each of the Facebook SMACs to address
hypothesis 7 (H7). The result showed that some SMACs’ emotional responses (appeal and empower-
ment) were significantly influenced by personal relevance, intrusiveness, and source credibility. None of
the engagement responses presented statistically significant results (p > .05).

The multiple regression was conducted with the three rational variables as independent variables
and three emotional response measures as dependent variables. Personal relevance for “Banner Ads”
(t = 5.461, β = .327, p < .01), “My Friends Liked” (t = 5.270, β = .359, p < .01), “I Liked” (t = 5.019,
β = .340, p < .01), “Suggested Posts” (t = 4.466, β = 322, p < .01), and “Business Pages” (t = 6.489, β
= .388, p < .01) was a significant predictor of appeal. In addition, personal relevance for “My Friends
Liked” (t= 2.995, β = .224, p< .05) was a significant predictor of engagement. There was no significant
predictor for empowerment.

Moreover, intrusiveness for “Banner Ads” (t = −5.750, β = –.344, p < .01), “My Friends Liked”
(t= –2.563, β = –.153, p< .01), “I Liked” (t= –4.980, β = –.291, p< .01), “Suggested Posts” (t= –2.925,
β = –.176, p < .01), and “Business Pages” (t = –3.272, β = –.196, p < .01) was a significant predictor
of appeal, while intrusiveness for “Banner Ads” (t = –2.998, β = –.196, p < .01), “My Friends Liked” (t
= –1.993, β = –.132, p < .05), “Suggested Posts” (t = –2.348, β = –.153, p < .05), and “Business Pages”
(t = –2.926, β = (–.191, p < .01) was a significant predictor of empowerment. There was no significant
predictor for engagement. Lastly, source credibility for “Suggested Posts” (t = 1.841, β = .134, p < .05)
was a significant predictor of appeal. Thus, H7 was partially supported (see Table 3).
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Table . Willing to pay for avoiding Facebook SMACs.

Not at all Neutral Very likely Total

Frequency        
Percent . . . . . . . .

$ Frequency Percent

.  .
.  .
  .
  .
  .
  .
Total  .

Finally, the question of “how much are Facebook users willing to pay to avoid all of these marketing
interruptions (RQ3) was reviewed. The result revealed that most subjects were not willing to pay for
removing Facebook ads (M= 1.82, SD= 1.443). Specifically, 68% (n= 155) of participants selected “not
at all” when asked if they were willing to pay to avoid seeing ads on Facebook. Although 31.6% (n =
72) of the participants selected “willing to pay” to avoid having ads on Facebook, when they were asked
to answer how much they would pay per month, more than 70% of the respondents chose less than or
equal to a dollar. In particular, 40.3% chose (n = 29) $0.25, 12.5% (n = 9) for $0.50, 20.8% (n = 15) for
$1, 15.3% (n = 11) for $2, 9.7% (n = 7) for $3, and 1.4% (n = 1) for $4 (see Table 4).

Discussion

If Facebook believes positive and engaging emotions are contagious, then it has a long way to go to
make its social marketing and advertising communications (SMACs) meaningful. It likes to label posi-
tively engaging ads as “Thumbstopper” (Goel 2014). Although there are significances differences in the
appeal, engagement, and empowerment among the different Facebook SMAC formats, overall none of
the responses were found positively appealing engaging or empowering, as demonstrated in the AdSAM
analysis that follows.

As the number of SNS users grows, the recent trend of placing ads on SNS platforms produces strong
interest in these platforms. Facebook mobile users passed the 1 billion mark in April 2014, according to
AdWeek (2014). Marketers are seeking to determine the value of the SMACs, and therefore hope to use
them to attract current and potential customers. But SMACs seem to be perceived as intrusive. Unlike
other media, social networking sites are seen as private space, limited to interaction with friends.

As the results of the first and second hypotheses indicated, Facebook users are more likely to have
positive emotional responses, appeal, engagement and empowerment, and therefore be more receptive
when exposed to messages that are re-promotions (“I Liked,” “My Friends Liked,” and “Business Pages”)
than ads originating directly from or promoted by marketers (“Banner Ads” and “Suggested Posts”). The
problem is that on a 9-point appeal and empowerment scale, these re-promotions are only slightly above
the midpoint and are low in engagement.

Marketer-promoted SMACsplaced onFacebook (“BannerAds” and “Suggested Posts”) are seen as less
credible andmore intrusive than re-promoted SMACs, and therefore lower in appeal among consumers.
When SNS users trust the source, they are more likely to find the advertising appealing. Results from a
previous study (Morris 2002) showed that higher levels of emotional response produced higher levels
of brand interest and behavioral intentions, including intent to purchase. Therefore, as the findings of
this study indicate, SNSmarketers and advertisers should carefully consider the source of the advertising
placement.
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Self-control is demonstrated by the significant increase in Empowerment, with those SMACs that
are under the control of the user: “I Liked,” “My Friends Liked,” and “Business Pages.” Giving the con-
sumer control over the posting enhances consumer feelings of empowerment and reduces the feeling of
intrusion. This may be an advertiser’s best route to adding credibility and appeal to their SMACs.

Overall, the emotional responses to SMACs on Facebook are low, at or below themidpoint of the scale
(the nature of these feelings is in the AdSAM section). “Business Pages” produced the highest appeal,
engagement, and empowerment among respondents. “Business Pages” are not seen by Facebook users
unless they are liked by the user or the user’s friends. These findings suggest that advertisers should
begin with “Business Pages” and find ways to encourage users to “like” them and then have their friends
like them. Of course, this is nothing new, but the approach to the pages needs to be different. In other
words, advertisers need to make these pages emotionally appealing and engaging. Once they are “liked,”
advertisers will receive improved credibility, and users will see them as less intrusive. It is in a sense a
feedback loop of emotional response and credibility. Since the emotional response scores of the SMACs
among this audience were below or just slightly above the midpoint of the scale, there is much room
for improvement. To make “Business Pages” and News Feed transparent to Facebook users, Facebook
recently announced they have changed the algorithm of contents that will be shown in users’ News Feed.
This change, as Josh Constine from Techcrunch (April 10, 2014) warned, lit the red light for “Business
Pages” by using “click bait” tactics. These tactics explicitly ask Facebook users to click “like” on posts or
photos of advertisers to increase their reach. But this action fools users into clicking links to something
other than what it claims will be detected by Facebook. As a result, these Business Pages will experience
reduced reach on Facebook (not showing on users’ News Feed) in the future. This recent change also
indicates that for Business Pages on Facebook, it is critical that marketers approach Facebook users with
more unique and interesting content. This will be necessary to increase emotional attachment to the
brand.

This study follows and expands the Morris and Xie (2011) research, by increasing the number of
rational variables and the Facebook SMAC types. We compared the emotional response results of the
two studies, which included “Banner Ads” and “Business Pages,” using t-tests. The results showed that
the appeal score for “Banner Ads” was significantly lower since the previous study (p < .05), while the
empowerment score had increased (p < .001). Lower appeal mixed with higher empowerment signi-
fies that Facebook users are more willing to ignore or find ways to remove “Banner Ads.” AdSAM pro-
duces specific emotion adjectives as part of the system. In the previous study, respondent scores, for
example, produced an indication of “uninterested.” In the current study, those changed to “annoyed.”
Users seem to be developing conscious strategies for avoiding Facebook marketing and advertising
communications.

“Business Pages,” which reflected the highest SMAC in Appeal scores, fared even worse since the last
measurement. All the emotional response measurements decreased significantly during the past three
years (p < .05). Not only was there a decrease in the levels of appeal, engagement, and empowerment,
but rational variables decreased as well.

Personal relevance scores increased for “Banner Ads” (p < .001), but dropped for “Business Pages”
(p < .05). By contrast, intrusiveness scores were significantly higher for Facebook “Banner Ads” and
“Business Pages” SMACs (p< .001). Users of Facebook find these directly placedmessages by advertisers
to be an incursion into their private space. They see Facebook as a place for their personal messaging.
Here they expect that the verbal or visual information should be created exclusively by them and their
friends.

Since the 2011 study byMorris andXie, all emotional responsemean scores for Facebook SMACswere
lower. In addition, the intrusiveness scores increased significantly. This means that SNS users perceive
the SMACs on Facebook today as less appealing, engaging, and empowering than in 2011. As advertisers
pour more resources into this particular medium, the ads are seen as more intrusive. Between 2011 and
2013, SNSs such as Facebook have been expanding advertising placements to be more aggressive toward
their users. The findings from this research indicate that SNS advertisers and marketers should more
carefully consider how users will respond in the long term, before allocating ads on SNS. Compared
to traditional media, putting ads on social media may be less costly, but somewhat problematic. It may
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Figure . AdSAM perceptual map.

better serve the advertiser to becomemore attractive by improving the levels of appeal, engagement, and
empowerment for SMACs.

Comparing the two studies, one of the interesting findings was that the empowerment scores of “Ban-
ner Ads” went up in the three years, even as appeal and engagement results decreased from the earlier
study. One possible explanation is the increased number of mobile users of SNSs, and a feeling that
they can control the ads they accept and reject. The use of Facebook’s mobile application dramatically
increased as ownership of smartphones has grown. This is a particularly significant media usage change
by young users. Moreover, because smartphones weremade with smaller screen sizes with different tech-
nologies compared to laptop or desktop computers, the Facebook mobile app does not show banner ads,
and as a result, the empowerment score for banner ads increased. However, Facebook announced it is
planning to insert ads such as banner and interstitial ads in its smartphone app (Hof 2014). This result
has possibility of lowering the empowerment score toward these SMACs, because of the loss of control
at the smartphone level.

As Morris et al. (2002) argued, emotional response is a powerful predictor of behavioral intentions
and brand interest. The stronger the positive and engaging emotional connection, the greater effect it
has on strong brand attitude. While previous research has focused more on rational response measure-
ments, these research findings suggested that advertisers should examine the influence of SNS users’
emotional responses to SMACs to develop better marketing strategies. To better understand the emo-
tional responses toward the five different Facebook SMACs (“Banner Ads,” “My Friend Liked,” “I Liked,”
“Suggested Posts,” and “Business Pages”), the AdSAM Perceptual Map (Figure 2) and Emotion Groups
(Figures 3 and 4) have been included.

The AdSAM Perceptual Map and Emotion Groups are part of a proprietary system and software that
matches appeal, engagement, and empowerment scores from the Self-assessment Manikin to a database
of previously tested emotion adjectives (Morris et al. 2002). The Perceptual Maps show the mean scores
in an appeal by engagement space. The empowerment is show by the size of the dot. The AdSAM Emo-
tion Groups divide the perceptual map into nine equal segments. In this case empowerment is captured
through the adjectives that are selected for each group. There are 165 emotion-denoting adjectives in
the AdSAM database that have been previously tested and have appeal, engagement, and empowerment
scores. Those arematched to the stimulus scores in this study to select the best description (Morris 1995).

The adjectives on themap (Figure 3) and in the other deliverables describe the feelings associatedwith
the five SMACs. In particular, the map and the adjective match indicate participants’ overall feelings of
aloof, nonchalant, indignant, and skeptical toward all Facebook ads and brand content.

The AdSAM Emotion Groups (Figure 4), however, tell a more ominous story. Thirty-five percent
of the promoted SMAC responses (“Banner Ads” = 35%, “Suggested Posts” = 35%) fell in the negative
EmotionGroups: sullen, troubled, and alarmed. This is compared to SMACs re-promoted by users, which
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Figure . The AdSAM emotion group analysis segments—Marketer promoted.

Figure . The AdSAM emotion group analysis segments—User re-promoted.

were perceived as much less sullen, troubled, and alarmed (“I Liked”= 20%, “My Friends Liked”= 24%,
and “Business Pages” = 14%).

By contrast, more positive emotional responses were observed for SMACs re-promoted by users.
The Emotion Groups—comfortable, warmed, and enthusiastic—for re-promoted SMACs accounted for
a quarter of the responses (“I Liked” = 25%, and “Business Pages” = 26%) compared to those promoted
by advertisers, in the low single digits (“Banner Ads” = 3%, “Suggested Posts” = 7%). Although positive
emotions rating for “My Friends Liked” = 7% was equal to that if “Suggested Post” = 7%, there were
more negative response with “Suggested Post.” The user re-promoted “My Friends Like” made respon-
dents feel less negative and more ambivalent than the direct promotion of the “Suggested Posts.” This
indicates that users were more accepting of SMACs that reached them through a friend, as opposed to
directly from advertisers, but still did not find the SMACs appealing or engaging.

Finally, the Emotion Group analysis shows that the “Business Pages” and the “I Liked” are almost
parallel in distribution of appeal and engagement. An almost equal percentage of respondents, 25% for
“I Liked” and 26% for “Business Pages,” fell into the enthusiastic, warmed, or comfortable group, but the
sullen and troubled groups of responses are smaller for “Business Pages” compared to all of the other
SMACs. Facebook users seem to sense that “Business Pages” are less about advertising, and more about
the company’s attitude, image, and promotion.
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The majority of Facebook users were not motivated by ads placed directly by advertisers and more
likely to express emotional resistance than receptivity. In contrast, viewers of “My Friends Liked,” “I
Liked,” and “Business Pages” were more likely to have ambivalent or in some cases to even express warm
or enthusiastic feelings (Figure 4).

Conclusions

Online marketing in social media has become prevalent, but according to these findings has also been
impacted by issues of low emotional responses, intrusion, and lack of credibility. Users of SNSs have
indicated in this research that none of the advertising formats on Facebook (SMACs) are particularly
appealing or meaningful. Advertising that has come to the Facebook subscriber indirectly from friends
has stronger appeal, engagement, and empowerment. It means a little more. Facebook users are more
tolerant of some SMAC formats, but the more direct advertising and marketing turns them off and can
even build resentment. Rather than creating connections with consumers, a lot of the SMACs actually
make them disengage because the messages are perceived as intrusions. For the social media advertiser,
a strategy that seeks the help of friends would produce better results. Credibility is a key, and this indirect
route is seen as more credible and directly linked to improved emotional response to the advertising.

Employing creative strategies that are more entertaining or truly informative may be one method for
making these ads appear less intrusive. Advertisers need to remember that, unlike radio, TV, and maga-
zines, the Facebook News Feed is the subscriber’s personal space, and an incursion is seen as an invasion
of their personal communications space. Facebook’s recent announcement of changing its algorithm to
filter “click bait” pages on users’ News Feed showed that Facebook is aware of this privacy threat (Con-
stine 2014). Only slightly better than unappealing is not appealing. Continued decreases in appeal and
increases in engagement are a formula for disaster. Decreases in appeal will lead to unhappiness, but
coupled with increases in engagement, this will move that unhappiness to disgust. Marketers need to be
very careful, because there is a greater likelihood of evoking negative feelings, which can lead to brand
resentment, than there is of building affinity for a brand.

Future studies and limitations

Although this study uncovers fruitful findings about the emotional and rational responses of SMACs
(social marketing and advertising communications), including source credibility and impact on SNS
users’ perception, it still carries limitations. One of the limitations is that having only college students in
the sample does not represent the whole population of Facebook. For future study, it is recommended
that general consumer panels be used to understand the effects on social media for those who are not in
or have not been to college.

Examining source credibility only in News Feed ads, and excluding “Banner Ads” and “Business
Pages,” is another limitation of this study. In the future, all Facebook SMACs need to be investigated
for any variable applied.

As the implications of this study showed all variables (emotional responses, intrusiveness, relevancy,
and source credibility) have links to SNSprivacy issues, we suggest investigating privacy issues on SMACs
in the future. Including privacy and its impact on emotional responses toward SMACs would reveal how
to better manage and polish promoted messages on SNS.

Because SNSs are rapidly changing markets, they are not afraid of conducting experiments on their
sites to make changes. The experiments could include creating better experiences on SMACs for users.
For example, Twitter (another large SNS) recently added a feature, “visual preview,” that forces users
to view previews of uploaded pictures or videos on the timeline when they login to Twitter’s official
homepage. This is expected to get more attention from the users and, as a result, more click-through rate
for the “tweets” with images. This feature is not user controllable on the Web; users cannot turn off the
preview, but they can change the setting if they decide to use Twitter’s mobile application. Investigating
this different level of control by users will give answers to advertisers as well as to SNS platforms.
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